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KEEP
ON
BULLYING!

BULLYING
IS COOL!

BULLIES
ARE NO
FUN!

BULLYING
ISN'T COOL,
IT HURTS.

DOES A WHOLE LOT OF

BULLYING!
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**SAY THESE SENTENCES OUT LOUD AND WATCH YOURSELF IN THE MIRROR.**

- You’re fat!
- You’re stupid!
- You’re ugly!
- You’re too tall!
- Your nose is big!
- I don’t like you!
- Teacher’s pet!

- You’re big baby and stupid!
- You are ugly! Hahaha!
- You don’t hopscotch well! Loser!

**SPLOTCH THE MADPOLE IS A TADPOLE THAT IS VERY ANGRY INSIDE. TO FEEL BETTER, HE DOES A LOT OF THINGS TO MAKE OTHERS FEEL BAD, TOO...**

**BUCKAROO! YEAH, YOU ARE A BIG BABY AND STUPID! YOU ARE UGLY! HAAAHA! YOU DON’T HOPSCOTCH WELL! LOSER!**

**SO, IF I LEAVE BUCKAROO OUT OF A GAME AT RECESS AND MAKE THE OTHER KIDS NOT EAT LUNCH WITH HIM, THAT WOULD BE COOL!**

**BUCKAROO’S HOPSCOTCH GAMES ARE SO STUPID. I AM GOING TO TRIP HIM WHEN HE PLAYS AND ERASE HIS HOPSCOTCH BOARD ON THE PLAYGROUND.**

**WHEN YOU SAY THESE WORDS:**

**HOW DO YOU LOOK? 😞 😞 😞 😞 😞 **

**HOW DOES IT MAKE YOU FEEL TO SAY THESE WORDS?**

**SAD SHOCKED HURT MAD**

**DISCLAIMER.** This book provides general information about bullying and related issues, and is not intended to be used as a solitary reference on the subject matter. Bullying can threaten a child’s physical and emotional safety and reports of bullying should be taken seriously. This information does not constitute medical advice and is not intended to be used for the diagnosis or treatment of a physical or emotional problem, or as a substitute for consulting a licensed health care professional. Consult with a qualified physician or healthcare practitioner to discuss specific individual health issues or health needs, and to address personal, emotional, health, physical, nutritional or medical concerns.

If you or someone you know is being bullied, you should tell and get help from an adult you trust, such as a parent, teacher, principal or counselor.
SPLOTCH THE MADPOLE HAD DONE A WHOLE LOT OF BULLYING, AND IN FACT—HE REALLY LIKED IT AND THOUGHT IT WAS COOL. HE FELT BIGGER, BETTER, LESS ANGRY AND LESS HURT WHEN HE COULD BULLY OTHERS.

SPLOTCH’S BULLYING MADE HIM FEEL GOOD, BUT IT MADE OTHERS FEEL VERY BAD AND AFRAID OF HIM. THE PEOPLE HE BULLIED JUST Didn’T UNDERSTAND WHY HE DID IT.

ONE DAY SCHOOL WAS ALMOST OVER, AND SPLOTCH DECIDED TO PLAY A BIG TRICK ON BUCKAROO. AFTER ALL, EVERYONE LIKED BUCKAROO, AND THAT BUGGED SPLOTCH. HE DECIDED TO RUIN BUCKAROO’S HOPSCOTCH GAME AT RECESS.

SPLOTCH ALWAYS FELT LEFT OUT OF BUCKAROO’S BIG HOPSCOTCH GAME. NO ONE EVER INVITED SPLOTCH TO PLAY BECAUSE THEY WERE HURT, MAD, OR AFRAID OF HIM.

WHO SHOULD I HAVE “FUN” WITH AND PICK ON TODAY?

AHEM... I SHOULD DO SOMETHING...

Buckaroo, that is amazing!

Buckaroo, you’re so cool!

Why does he do that to me? I have never done anything to him.

Why does he hate me? When he’s nice, I like him and I think he’s funny.

What did I ever do to make him mad? He makes me scared!

That’s beautiful, Buckaroo!

Hmmm... PFFFFTTT. I’ll fix that...
Buckaroo finished his hopscotch drawing and ran off to find his friends. Splotch slowly walked up with a bucket of water and threw it all over the beautiful drawing.

Buckaroo was so upset that he ran away and began crying. His uncle Darby happened to be nearby, and asked what was wrong. Buckaroo told him everything about how Splotch had been bullying him.

Darby listened as Buckaroo told him about how Splotch called him names, left him out of games, and finally poured water all over his perfect hopscotch drawing.

That’s really tough. Bullies are no fun. I know it may be hard to do, especially when your feelings are hurt, but try to ignore him and repay his meanness with kindness! When he is mean on the outside, he may actually be really sad on the inside.

Buckaroo thought about what Darby said. He didn’t feel like being nice to Splotch at all, but what if Splotch really was sad inside? Buckaroo decided that he would try to do what his uncle suggested.

Thank you, uncle Darby. Splotch may still bully me, but I’ll try to be nice.

Way to go, Buckaroo! You never know how that may change Splotch.
Bullying can be physical. If a person hits or pushes another, then it is a type of bullying.

You're a jerk, weird, and not a fast runner!

Calling names and saying mean things is bullying. Even saying things behind someone's back is bullying!

Get out of here. We don't want girls to play. You don't belong here!

Take that, buckaroo!

Bullying can also be when someone leaves someone else out of a game or group.
Over summer break, Splotch waited by his phone every day for a phone call asking him to play. He had all of his games in a pile and ready, but no one ever called.

Hmmm. No one has called me all summer long. I have all of these games, but no one to play them with.

The older frogs took away Splotch’s basketball and wouldn’t give it back. Even when he asked nicely, they wanted to play, but were not very nice about it.

Look at this little baby-pole. This is our ball now!

Team Mean

Tired of waiting for someone to call him, Splotch decided to go to the park that afternoon to play on his own. He decided to play basketball when two bully frogs showed up.

The older frogs began to say mean things to Splotch, and it made him feel really bad. Even though he was sad, they thought it was funny!

Stupid ugly-pole!

You are bad at basketball!

You have no friends!

You don’t get to play!

Your colors are weird!

You’re a big cry baby!
That night when Splotch went to sleep, he dreamed about all of the things he had done to the other kids during the school year. Things he had thought were funny, but were really bullying.

Splotch thought a lot about his dreams all summer long. When school finally started, Splotch felt like a different tadpole. He saw Buckaroo working on an art project and really wanted to help.

Hi, Buckaroo. Um, can I help with your project?

Buckaroo wanted to be friends with Splotch, but he was still a little worried about everything that had happened before. Splotch listened and was very sorry.

I would like your help, Splotch, but last time you knocked it down...

I know, and I’m really sorry. I realized I was just being a bully, and being bullied hurts. Can you forgive me?
Even though Splotch had done some bullying and not-so-nice things, he was very sorry and Buckaroo forgave him. Splotch knew he had to work really hard on being nice, kind and fair to everyone.

Of course! I would be happy to have you as a friend!

Saying mean things can make people feel bad.

People who hear it and those who say it.

From then on, Splotch and Buckaroo were great friends, and Splotch never bullied anyone again.

Write about a time that someone said a mean thing to you. How did it make you feel?

Write about a time that you said a mean thing to someone else. How did it make you feel?

What are some nice things you could say to someone?
COLOR BUCKAROO AND SPLATCH

AS THEY WORK ON THEIR ART PROJECT!

WORD FIND

FIND ALL OF THE NICE WORDS BELOW AND CIRCLE THEM. THEN FIND ALL OF THE MEAN WORDS AND CROSS THEM OUT. CHECK EACH BOX AS YOU FIND THEM.

NICE WORDS
- COOL
- POLITE
- PRETTY
- SMART

MEAN WORDS
- FAT
- GROSS
- STUPID
- UGLY

PRETTY X B O L
O X F A T B O X M I
L C Q U B S M A R T
I B L M O U X V C L
T L Q B R G B L O C
E P P X Y L O P O N
O M V L T Y V X L O
U L B F G R O S S U
L E L X O F N W A D
V B O D S T U P I D
SPLOTCH IS DREAMING ABOUT HIS NEW FRIENDSHIP WITH BUCKAROO. DRAW SOME FUN THINGS THEY CAN DO TOGETHER!

NOW SAY THESE SENTENCES OUT LOUD AND WATCH YOURSELF IN THE MIRROR.

YOU'RE GOOD LOOKING!
YOU'RE SMART!
YOU'RE NICE!
YOU ROCK!
YOU'RE TALENTED!
YOU'RE COOL!
I LIKE YOU!
I RESPECT YOU!

WOW! I LOOK A LOT BETTER SAYING NICE THINGS TO PEOPLE!

WHEN YOU SAY THESE WORDS:
HOW DO YOU LOOK?
HOW DOES IT MAKE YOU FEEL TO SAY THESE WORDS?
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SPLOTCH’S
ANTI-BULLYING PLEDGE

BULLYING ISN’T FUNNY.
BULLYING ISN’T COOL.

BULLYING DOESN’T WORK,
AT HOME OR AT SCHOOL!

I WILL DO MY BEST,
I WILL REALLY TRY...

NOT TO TAKE MY FEELINGS OUT
ON THE NEXT GAL OR GUY.

IT IS AWESOME TO BE NICE.
THAT WILL BE MY GOAL.

‘CAUSE NO ONE WANTS TO BE
AROUND A MEAN OLD MADPOLE!

This book teaches kids
how to work and play with respect
and appreciation for one another.
In a healthy and safe learning environment,
there is never a place for bullying behavior.
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KEEP THE PLANET HEALTHY! THIS BOOK WAS PRINTED ON RECYCLED PAPER!